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ABSTRACT
Despite much progress, state-of-the-art learning algorithms
for repeated games still often require thousands of moves
to learn effectively – even in simple games. Our goal is to
find algorithms that learn to play effective strategies in tens
of moves in many games when paired against various asso-
ciates. Toward this end, we describe a new meta-algorithm
designed to increase the learning speed and proficiency of
expert algorithms. We show that this meta-algorithm en-
hances four expert algorithms so that they quickly learn ef-
fective strategies in two-player repeated games.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Learning to adapt to other agents during repeated inter-

actions has been well-studied over the past several decades.
Given sufficient time, existing algorithms are often capable
of learning effective strategies in repeated games. Never-
theless, state-of-the-art learning algorithms typically learn
rather slowly in these games. They often require thousands
of moves to learn effective strategies even in simple games.
Algorithms that do learn quickly often produce myopic so-
lutions that yield low payoffs.

The inability to quickly learn effective strategies has pro-
hibited multi-agent learning algorithms from being used in
real-world systems in which devices and people repeatedly
interact. Such applications include power systems, computer
networks, social networks, and electronic commerce. Thus,
our goal is to find algorithms for repeated general-sum games
that learn to play effective strategies when associating with
both static and learning agents within tens of moves.

Expert algorithms have the potential to achieve this goal.
In each time step, an expert algorithm selects an expert from
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a set of experts to dictate its behavior. Despite their poten-
tial, we show that existing expert algorithms do not quickly
learn to select an effective expert in many repeated games
played against other learning algorithms. We then overview
a meta-algorithm that can be applied to these expert algo-
rithms to substantially improve their effectiveness both in
terms of learning speed and average payoffs.

2. EVALUATING EXPERT ALGORITHMS
We consider two-player repeated normal-form games con-

sisting of a set of joint actions A = A1 × A2, where Ai
is player (or agent) i’s action set, and a payoff function
M : A → R2. In each episode (or time) t, each agent i
independently selects an action ati ∈ Ai. The resulting joint
action at = (at1, a

t
2) produces the payoff profile rt = (rt1, r

t
2),

where rti is the payoff to agent i. Play repeats an unknown
number of episodes. We refer to the two agents as i and −i.
Also, let Φi denote agent i’s set of experts.

Regret is commonly used to evaluate expert algorithms.
Loosely, regret refers to the difference between the payoffs
agent i received and what it would have received had it al-
ways followed its best expert and had its associate’s actions
remained unchanged. Since this latter assumption is often
false in repeated games [4], regret often does not correlate
with the agent’s actual payoffs. Thus, we propose and use a
new metric, called disappointment, for measuring the success
of an expert algorithm in repeated games. Disappointment
is similar to regret, but does not assume that agent i’s ac-
tions do not impact its associate’s actions. Formally, agent
i’s total disappointment up to time T is

DTi = max
φi∈Φi

T∑
t=1

(
uti(φi, π

t
−i(φi))− rti

)
, (1)

where πt−i(φi) is the strategy that agent −i would have
played in episode t had agent i always followed expert φi
up to episode t, and uti(φi, π

t
−i(φi)) is agent i’s expected

payoff in episode t if it had always followed expert φi and
agent −i had played πt−i(φi) in each episode t. Agent i’s
average disappointment up to episode T is D̄Ti = DTi /T .

Unlike regret, disappointment is directly connected to ac-
cumulated payoffs. Algorithms that receive higher payoffs
against a given associate achieve lower disappointment than
algorithms that receive lower payoffs against that associate.
While it is impossible for an algorithm to be guaranteed to
have no disappointment against an arbitrary associate with-
out being omniscient, we seek to find expert algorithms that
quickly learn effective strategies (i.e., low disappointment)
in many games played against many algorithms.
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(a) Average payoffs in self play
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(b) Average D̄Ti against 17 algorithms
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(c) Average D̄Ti against 17 algorithms
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(d) Average D̄Ti against 17 algorithm
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(e) Convergence times in self play in various games

Figure 1: Results averaged over the ten selected repeated matrix games shown on the x-axis of (e).

3. RESULTS – EXISTING ALGORITHMS
We first evaluate the performance of four existing expert

algorithms, namely Exp3 [2], UCB1 [1], EEE [4], and S [5].
We provide these algorithms with a set of experts consisting
of multiple leader automata patterned after [3] and multiple
forms of best-response automata. We then paired these algo-
rithms against 17 different algorithms, including themselves
and other (learning and static) algorithms, in the ten ma-
trix games shown on the x-axis of Figure 1(e). Figure 1(a)
shows the average per-episode payoffs of the agents in self
play. The figure shows that these and other learning algo-
rithms do not learn effectively within tens of moves, and
(with the exception of S) their average payoffs fall far short
of the Nash bargaining solution over all episodes. Further-
more, these algorithms have high disappointment in these
games outside of self play (Figure 1(b)).

4. A NEW ALGORITHM
Given the inability of these expert algorithms to quickly

learn effective strategies in these games, we propose a new
meta-algorithm to improve their performance. This meta-
algorithm computes a reduced set of experts Φreduced

i ⊆ Φi
which consists only of those experts that could potentially
produce payoffs that meet or exceed agent i’s aspiration level
αti. The highest potential payoff of each expert φi ∈ Φi is
estimated by reasoning over multiple opponent models. The
aspiration level αti is determined using aspiration learning [5]
after initially setting α0

i to the highest potential among all
experts φi ∈ Φi. The reduced set Φreduced

i is provided to the
expert algorithm in each episode in place of Φi.

5. RESULTS – NEW ALGORITHM
We used this meta-algorithm to form four new algorithms:

Exp3++, UCB++, EEE++, and S++. The average disap-
pointments of these algorithms in the same selected games
are shown in Figures 1(c) and 1(d). The meta-algorithm

substantially improves each of the four algorithms both in
early and later episodes. The enhanced algorithms quickly
achieve low disappointment on average. These results also
hold for individual games and pairings (not shown). Coupled
with Figure 1(e), these results show that S++, the best per-
forming of these algorithms, learns effective strategies within
tens of moves in these games.

6. CONCLUSION
In this short paper, we have proposed a new metric (called

disappointment) for evaluating expert algorithms in repeated
games. We also overviewed a new meta-algorithm designed
to enhance expert algorithms so that they quickly learn more
effective strategies when paired against various associates in
many repeated games. This meta-algorithm could also be
applied in more complex games (such as stochastic games)
given sophisticated experts designed for these games.
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